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Why do we get so excited by our feathered friends at Verlorenkloof that we have gathered, 

started and ended the annual Big Birding day at the same venue for at least 11 years in a 

row? Is it the birds with feathers or those without? 

 If you are not really interested to walk along with the distinguished guests, tour guides and 

friendly hosts, you can sit on the stoep of your Croft and listen to the mysterious calls of the 

Purplecrested Lourie, Rednecked Spurfowl, or watch the breeding pair of Crowned Eagles 

scanning low over the forest canopy below one of the longest wiggly waggly waterfalls on 

the Reserve calling ‘’ Kêwiee-kêwiee-kêwiee”.They  sometimes swoop down with incredible  

speed  to surprise and catch the fleeing Vervet Monkeys for breakfast. Monkeys only 

respect a person who can shoot strait with a ketty. If you are an expert like I don’t be 

tempted to start and hunt the non suspected Natal Spurfowl that occasionally come and say 

hello at the braai area.  The Redwing Francolin is a better bet, their meat is much tenderer 

and you can make your own flies with their breast feathers.  

Unfortunately this is not the best time to do bird hunting for parents and bored kids. The 

purpose of the annual Big Birding Day is for Twitchers to study and discover what the birds 

are doing and what they are eating to feed their offspring. The early morning wakeup calls 

of the “African Koekoek Fowl” from the nearby village at the foot of the hill are very special, 

and it is then when you realise you are at home. 

                                                 

The rain came down like stones on the roof and it became a long chat. 

                                                                                            

Geoff Lockwood and his fellow Johannesburg partners Cynthia, Jane, Wally and Robin to 

mention a few have compiled a most interesting slide show on the rare birds that were 

likely to be seen the next day.  

 



Certain species are still only ghosts, but Geoff has the ability to imitate their songs, their 

flight displays and describe the size of their eggs. Interesting was the description of the 

strength of the Crowned Eagles beak and claws and what they prey upon. This is a warning; 

darker toddlers must not play alone they might be mistakenly taken as prey. A pair of flying 

Crowned Eagles and one chasing a Verreauxii Eagle high above the kranzes the next day was 

one of the highlights of our feathered weekend. 

                     

                                                    Crowned Eagle near its nest. Use your binoculars. 

  Wally Davey the bird stalker has outdone the best of the best with his “Canon” and the 

beautiful small sugar suckers and mosquito killers could not escape his trigger. The Team 

has decided to use their own local names for certain species. More descriptive and less 

confusing than those new names of Roberts Birds. 



                 

                                              Greater Double Collared Red Bikini Sunbird 

                 

                                                   Nugget Capped Lemon breasted Warbler. 



                

Jane trying to outsmart Wally. Poor Blackheaded Oriole (Swartkop Wielewaal) trying to hide  

from them in its nest. Hopefully not scrambling her own eggs. 

                  

                       A Bluemantled Flycatcher photographed within the dense forest of Robinskloof. 

Some birds only want to have fun, and then lay their eggs into their neighbour’s nests, for 

them to hatch and rear. We spotted a Redthroated Wryneck, “Rooinek” caught in the act 

and being chased unceremoniously away.  

 



By observing the birds it is also very important to see what their daily tasks are. Sunbirds are 

associated with nectar producing plants and flycatchers and kingfishers with aquatic 

habitats. Some might eat certain parts of plants and insects; others might eat mice and 

other birds. 

          

                Long legged Yellow Breasted Mosquito hiding from a predator. (Asclepias spp.) 

      A very unusual sighting in the middle of the day was that of a Fierynecked Nightjar. BBD 

competitors driving around in circles would not have seen this unless they were on foot like   

we were at Verlorenkloof. 

   



         

A Night jar? Just watch my fingers 

         

                                                            Peace and tranquillity, you can feel it. 

 



This year’s Big Birding day was definitely one of the most memorable guided field outings on 

Verlorenkloof. Everything else in the country that matters has reached junk status, even our 

National rugby team but the bird Team at Verlorenkloof had excelled. Geoff Lockwood 

announced at the closing ceremony during the Sunday morning brunch that a record of 157 

birds was recorded. He and Jane definitely deserve a feather or two in their caps. 

A record number of participants of 55 people arrived for the adventure of whom many were 

new comers and I suppose would never stay away again. We made so many new friends and 

were very privileged to have enjoyed the weekend in the presence of Eric and Heidi 

Johnson, the energetic Eloise Cooper, Douglas, Lucas, Sabien and all the other friendly staff. 

Somebody mentioned they spotted a Purple Crested Roller, I am not so sure, we have to 

come back to verify it. 

God bless. 

           

               

                        

 

 

 


